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COMPANIES ARE EXPANDING 

THEIR BENEFITS PACKAGES

about the 
employee

ALL
we do what 

we do

15
Average number of total 

benefits offered by 
PlanSource customers

23
Average number of

Total benefits offered by 
PlanSource customers 

with 1,000+ employees

Average total cost of single 
coverage in 2018

Average total cost of family
coverage in 2018

EMPLOYERS PAY 74-81% OF THE 

COST OF HEALTH INSURANCE

EMPLOYEES SPEND MINIMAL 

TIME CHOOSING BENEFITS

18 minutes
The total amount of time 
employees take to shop 

and enroll in their benefits 
during open enrollment

~1 minute per 
benefit

That’s only ~1 minute per 
benefit, despite the fact that 

health care alone is one of the 
top 4 expenditures for families
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WHY AREN’T EMPLOYEES 

PAYING MORE ATTENTION TO 

THEIR BENEFITS?









Medical Plans & 
Benefit Offerings

Medical plans and dental plans 

and vision plans—oh my! These 

core benefit plans are offered by 

most employers. How do plans 

and programs differ by 

employer size? We’ve got the 

answer.

Are your benefits on par with 

these averages?

AVERAGE NUMBER OF BENEFITS OFFERED 

DENTAL AND VISION PLANS OFFERED

AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEDICAL PLANS OFFERED 



Most Popular 
Employee Benefits

These represent the most 

commonly offered employee 

benefits based on employer 

data for the 2018-2019 

enrollment season. This data 

represents benefits offered, 

not actual enrollment.

How does your benefits 

portfolio stack up?

MOST POPULAR BENEFITS OFFERED



Cost of Providing 
Healthcare 

It’s no secret that the cost 
of health care is on the 
rise—we hear about it 
regularly in the news and 
see it on our paychecks.

But just how much did the 
cost of health care increase 
in 2018?

Average cost of single coverage Average cost of family coverage



HDHP NON-HDHP

Cost of Providing Healthcare
Employers are picking up most of the tab

PREMIUM BREAKDOWN

Single
81% Employer
19% Employee

Family
74% Employer
26% Employee

Single
76% Employer
24% Employee

Family
74% Employer
26% Employee



HDHPs

Who’s Paying?

High deductible health plans 

launched in the early 2000s 

as a way to make individuals 

more conscious consumers of 

health care. But has this 

worked? Are employees 

enrolling in plans as 

expected, and are HSAs 

being used to supplement 

gaps in coverage?

HDHP ADOPTION BY EMPLOYERS

Nearly 50% of PlanSource customers offer an HDHP

Less than 1% of employers offer only an HDHP for 
medical



HSAs
The health savings account: a high deductible health plan’s best friend

EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS

48%

Employers that contributed to an HSA account for 
employees. This is a 42% increase of employers 
contributing over 2017.

The average employer contribution rose 
to $992 in 2018. This is a 6% increase 
over 2017 contributions ($938) and a 21% 
increase over 2016 contributions ($818).

EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS

76%

Eligible employees that contributed to an HSA 
account. This is a 51% increase of total employees 
contributing over 2017.

The average employee contribution rose to 
$2,076 in 2018. This is an 8% increase over 
2017 contributions ($1,927) and a 21% 
increase over 2016 contributions ($1,718).



Open Enrollment

How are employees using 

the PlanSource system? 

For this segment, we 

looked at trends related to 

when and how employees 

are using PlanSource to 

enroll in benefits during 

open enrollment.

ENROLLMENT BY OE PERIOD

ENROLLMENT BY DAY AND TIME

TIME SPENT ON ENROLLMENT
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Benefits Rising Stars
These four ancillary benefits are small but mighty

A recent report from BenefitsPro found that 
62% of employees under the age of 50 would 
not consider a job that does not offer 
voluntary benefits. 

Voluntary benefits are no longer just ‘nice to 
have’. These innovative perks are now 
expected by employees and are a surefire 
way to attract and retain top talent.

3-YEAR GROWTH
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Benefits Rising Stars
A breakdown of enrollment by benefit account type

FSA

70%

HSA

28%

HRA

2%

The breakdown of enrollment by benefit account type 

has remained consistent over the past three years. 

FSAs are the most popular account offered, while 

only 2% of PlanSource customers offered an HRA.



2
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Top Takeaways
How can we get employees

more engaged?



Engage employees

with an enjoyable retail 
shopping experience that 
provides great decision 

support and mobile access.



Conduct an active enrollment.



Create a year-round 
communications plan.

Get the kit at plansource.com/oekit



Use multiple communication methods, 
especially videos and text messaging.

Free educational videos at plansource.com/videolibrary
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Q&A

To reach out to us, go to 
plansource.com/contact-us
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